Burst analysis and prediction is a fundamental problem in social network analysis, since user activities have been shown to have an intrinsically bursty nature. Bursts may also be a signal of topics that are of growing real-world interest. Since bursts can be caused by exogenous phenomena and are indicative of burgeoning popularity, leveraging cross platform social media data may be valuable for predicting bursts within a single social media platform. A Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) model is proposed in order to capture the temporal dependencies and associations based upon activity information. The data used to test the model was collected from Twitter, Github, and Reddit. Our results show that the LSTM based model is able to leverage the complex cross-platform dynamics to predict bursts. In situations where information gathering from platforms of concern is not possible the learned model can provide a prediction for whether bursts on another platform can be expected.
Introduction
Social media platforms are among the most widely used communication channels and have become an indispensable part of our everyday life, due to the speed and reduction in cost that these services provide to its users [1] . This transformation of the communication modality can affect fundamental dynamics of social engagement such as that of weak ties in the context of online social networks [2, 3] . Information spread through social media can be good for rapidly raising awareness of important issues such as environmental protection [4] but also can be misused for malicious content spreading activities [5] . Over time, this can render society vulnerable to rumors through misinformation campaigns that can polarize communities [6] . Coordinated scams such as pumping cryptocurrency on social media to inflate prices [7, 8] can provide large payoffs.
The seminal work presented in [9] sets a foundation for how "bursts" of activity are a key component in human dynamics and are an ubiquitous phenomenon in data acquired from social systems. It is intriguing how "intense activity followed by longer periods of inactivity" can manifest in social coding platforms [10] from complex timelines of work interspersed with communication about version control. These changes are non-linear in that they do not follow an accumulated trend from previous time points and also manifest themselves within subcomponents of the network such as the "boundary-nodes" (community spanners) [11] . Although the non-linearity poses a direct challenge to accurately predicting their occurrences, their impact affect our societies at large. The work presented here proposes a new model in which activity traces across multiple platforms can be predicted for the platform aggregate and for specific community level associated users (hashtags, repos, and posts). The model is based upon the LSTM (Long-Short-Term-Memory [12] ) model which is a sequential model
Related Work
Cross network information diffusion is of particular interest for multiple reasons. First, it is useful to improve the accuracy of the activity prediction. Also it is important to differentiate content as being endogenous, exogenous from another platform, or new non-platform derived content being inserted into the network as a burst of activity reflecting the new interest. Different network models have been used for investigating the topic of spreading processes between networks including interconnected networks [16] , multisliced [17] , and multilevel [18, 19] . See Ref. [20] for a review of heterogeneous information network analysis. Most existing work has focused on social influence modeled as a macro-social process such as cascade. Myers et al. [21] presented a model in which information can reach a node via the links of the social network or through the influence of external sources. Krijestorac et al. [22] have analyzed cross-market spillovers in new product adoption. They developed a quasi-experimental model that estimates how introducing a piece of content onto a new platform affects its consumption in a focal platform. Christodoulou et al. [23] present a detailed analysis of social cascading exchange of YouTube videos among Twitter users. Some researchers have extended these methods to explore the underlying evolution [24] and build predictors for many applications: elections [25] , box-office revenue [26] , book sales prediction [27] , stock market prediction from sentiment analysis [28] . Twitter data has been specifically used for prediction in several applications [13, [29] [30] [31] . In comparison, our work focuses more on learning, predicting bursts, and leveraging characteristics from communities of developers.
Burst analysis has been applied to many diverse data sources including neural firing activity [32] and social network analysis [7, 32, 33] . Myers and Leskovec found that the dynamics of network structure can be characterized by a stable pattern of changes punctuated by sudden bursts [33] . Since the nature of the Facebook platform facilitates information transmission to many friends at once, thousands of rumors are constantly appearing there. Friggeri et al. [7] track the propagation of these rumors and examine the rate of bursts created by rumors via uploading and re-sharing.
Information sharing cascades tend to be bursty and many approaches have focused on detecting the basic rising-and-falling pattern that characterizes the initial onset of a cascade [34] [35] [36] [37] . Cheng et al. [38] used characteristics of a cascade's initial burst to predict whether it will recur in the future. Ref. [39] notes that rumors exhibit bursty temporal fluctuations and that this temporal feature has a high predictive power. In our work we use a recurrent neural network to capture long term dependencies in the cross platform activity that are predictive of future bursts.
Data
To examine the model's ability to encapsulate the platform association of the bursty activity based upon aggregate and topic specific engagements, a large collected corpus of activity traces is necessary. A large dataset is required since the burst activity is not produced by linear dynamics in which gradual changes can be accumulated as evidence between events. Another important consideration for this study is that limited data on the phenomenon can produce conclusions based upon sporadic associations which would not be observed to be consistent in the presence of more data [9] .
This study utilizes a dataset which contains trace information from the user activities of three networks, Reddit, Twitter, and GitHub as each is a social network platform with different content sharing and storage option services. We can characterize social media datasets by their size (number of nodes and edges) and by their level of connectivity, as measured by the number of connected components and mean node degree. A connected component refers to the set of maximal nodes such that every node is connected by a path. Node degree refers to the number of connections per node. Our Twitter Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) dataset contains 8543 nodes (users) with 14,225 edges (connections), 228 connected components and a mean node degree of 3.33 with the largest being 691. Equivalently for GitHub, there are 16,856 nodes, 207,317 edges, number of connected components 9263, mean degree of 1.45 and max degree of 24,5986. For Reddit there were 98,855 nodes, 98,855 edges, 86 connected components, and mean degree of 4.3 and max degree of 17,438. The data is collected from user activities corresponding to the following domains; Software Vulnerability, Cryptocurrency, and Cybersecurity. Each domain exhibits distinct patterns of burst production (spikes) that are indications of sudden user activity. The Software Vulnerability and Cybersecurity domains are particularly relevant for system administrators, since discussions about these topics can alert users about potential software susceptibilities. Often solutions and patches to currently affected systems can be shared in a social mechanism that offers rapid response which can therefore produce the observed bursts. The cryptocurrency domain also displays bursts but in a different nature than typical regulated financial products. There is a phenomenon, the "pump-and-dump" scheme [40] , which is used to bring the value of a crypto currency up from the purchase price enjoyed by early investors and adopters so that a rapid sale allows them to profit from a recent increase. This poses a threat to financial stability and can be used for suspicious financial transfers.
The Software Vulnerability domain is referred to as Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) in the results and is centered around publicly known information about security vulnerabilities and exposures. There are around 2600 different CVEs contained in this dataset. There may be similarities in particular CVEs in that malware does evolve from common code bases but this work treats them independently as the model does not assess domain interactions or correlations by looking at the aggregate activity. The cryptocurrency data relates to crypto coins of different popularity such as BitCoin and other less known coins by aggregating them into a single domain based upon the common theme keywords.
Community level activity for bursts is also investigated for the Github platform. This Github data contains relatively distinctive community associations especially around large projects that have corporate sponsorship or support. The community activity may not have tags which are known to define topic categories for networks like Twitter, but there are keywords and meta-data for repositories such as the programming languages employed per repository. From this aggregate (concatenation) of the topic domains a prediction can be produced for the community level activity which is a continuous number for the ratio of active communities over time.
Data Preprocessing
To prepare the CVE data sequence we used accounts for user activities associated with 20 target CVEs. To prepare the community data sequence, we used two different measurements. These measurements are designed to characterize a network at community resolution. Communities were pre-defined and organized by location and topics. Examples of topic based communities include a programming language called Scala and Android. Communities formed by topic are in the domain space of cyber-security. Community based measurements are aggregations of activity at the community level. The measurements look at the activity by users and spread of information within the community. The first measurement is the distribution of user-level burstiness within a community. Burstiness is the intermittent increase or decrease in activity, or bursts in activity as a function of time. The second measurement is the number of contributing users within the community.
Methodology
The methodology proposed to study the cross network burst associations is presented here. A key aspect of the methodology is a pre-processing stage in which the social network platform activity traces over time are transformed into a binary state transition (square wave) based upon the determined temporal presence of a burst. The LSTM is then used to look at the independent platform burst activity traces over time and use the data to predict the bursts in subsequent time steps. This approach is then compared to an independent probability state model in which the state transition probabilities are estimated from an empirical estimate. For community traces this becomes a continuous number representing the scale of the community impacts.
A burst (or "peak") identification methodology which was employed as a preprocessing stage in order to transform the activity traces from a discrete count for the individual users per platform over time windows into a binary signal over the same time windows. The methodology of gradient sign change for local minima and maxima was explored initially to see if a simplistic approach was feasible. This involves looking for the gradient along the activity traces and taking the sign changes as indicators for the burst identifications. Although quick to compute and good in avoiding the problem of relative normalization, the method did not prove capable of avoiding false positives. It was susceptible to the sporadic changes in the activity traces which displayed a far greater number of gradient changes than actual bursts. This was expected and abandoned as the methodology should provide an ability to smooth over changes and ignore the minor mode state transitions for the platform level bursts rather than sporadic changes. A parabolic peak detection algorithm was also tested; however our tests show that it displays an excessively large number of components when noise is observed in the signal. A sinusoid based method for peak detection was also explored for finding the local maxima and minima in the signals with a model function:
We used the Kleinberg burst detection algorithm [41] for analyzing the traces. This technique provides a robust organizational framework to analyze the underlying data in terms of the binary state transitions, whereby the stream is modeled as a two-state automaton. Kleinberg's burst detection algorithm models the stream using an infinite-state automaton A which at any point in time can be in one of an underlying set of states, and emits messages at different rates depending on its state. Specifically, the automaton A has a set of states that correspond to increasingly rapid rates of emission (activity), and the onset of a burst is signaled by a state transition-from a lower state to a higher state (of activity rate). By assigning costs to state transitions, one can control the frequency of such transitions, preventing very short bursts which would be a type of overfitting, therefore making it easier to identify long bursts despite transient changes in the rate of the stream. s and g in the context of the Kleinberg algorithm represent the costs to control the burst detection based upon the onset of a burst and the length of it. After applying the burst detection algorithm, the output stream consists of a sequence of the two values showing two states, burst and baseline. A burst at time step t indicates that the corresponding piece of information can be considered to be of popular interest at t and the baseline state indicates a reduction of popularity.
In a sequence void of bursts the message arrival would be evenly spaced so that the n messages over time T could be placed on the specified time domain according to "gaps"ĝ = T n . A consequence of a burst is that greater activity in certain parts of the time will decrease the distance between these "gaps" (separations between activity stamps). Regions with less activity would haveĝ values that are larger due to the proportionally fewer activity stamps residing in that time domain. These rates can be indexed for the different regions with a i =ĝ −1 s i and a base rate for the extent of the measurement of the deviation a 0 =ĝ −1 . A cost function is then defined for the rate transitions of region activity ratios, τ(i, j) with a state change cost to penalize the overfitting (j − i)γ ln n (where γ > 0). An automaton structure is then defined for the data x as gaps between activity time stamps for the q i states to produce the overall cost function that is optimized for:
. The cost sequence is optimized via the use of dynamic programming using a procedure similar to the forward backward algorithm within the hidden Markov model. The algorithm is used upon an aggregate of all the platform topic domains but applied to each platform independently. This allows the topic and platform specific analysis of the activity to be produced. Then for each platform domain topic the burst activity traces are created and a binary time series (square wave) is produced which is then the input for the LSTM units.
The output from the Kleinberg burst detection produces independent binary signals that are the input to the LSTM. Each social media platform is represented by a separate input variable; hence in our study, there are three input variables. The temporal difference for the training is set to a 10 day separation so the training and testing had a forward lag of the 10 day period. The testing looked at predicting the bursts of each platform separately and was CVE specific. The accuracy for the topic domain burst predictions in subsequent time steps are noted and examined as the benchmark of success. Each LSTM layer has 100 hidden units, and there were 2 LSTM layers. There was a dropout layer for regularization between the LSTM layers.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have become an increasing popular tool for sequence prediction, and LSTMs reside within this family of models. A strength of LSTMs for use in this context is their ability to address the vanishing gradient problem. It is of particular interest for this application since bursts do not typically follow specific temporal patterns and long delays between events makes parameter estimation a challenge. The hypothesis is tested within two cases; burst prediction with respect to CVE propagation within three social platforms, and community developer activity prediction characterized by a set of features, within three different topic domains in GitHub. The community level activity is only examined for GitHub which makes the investigation less ambiguous since there are repositories which attract a relatively large amount of attention with easily determined memberships. This is assessed through the number of commits to the code repository. Although there are cross repository overlaps, false negatives caused by temporary or missed membership are reduced.
Choosing the best architecture for the LSTM depends on several factors determined through empirical investigations. The proposed network architecture includes two stacked LSTM layers. The optimal number of layers can be different based on the use cases, however two layers have been shown to be generally enough to detect even more complex burst association features over time. Each LSTM layer has been equipped with a Dropout layer in which a random selection of outgoing edges are set to zero at each update of the training phase. Dropping some of the neurons during the training process is a regularization method which prevents overfitting [42] . A dropout layer also reduces the sensitivity to the specific weights of individual neurons by randomly excluding them from activation and weight updates when training the network. Loss and activation functions are chosen for each of the cross platform applications separately since the community level analysis in GitHub deals with continuous data, and the topic domain analysis has a binary response variable.
Non-community accuracy is measured using the binary cross entropy loss function. Community level loss is measured with mean squared error (MSE), since the target value ranges according to the subset of the communities that are activated over time. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) was chosen for the hidden layers. The adam and rmsprop optimization functions were chosen for the parameter training algorithm, and the sigmoid function was selected for the case of a binary classification problem.
The Keras framework was used to implement the model and it offers multiple accuracy functions with which to judge the model performance. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) option is an easy option to interpret as well as resulting in sufficiently accurate model performance for the community level. The overview of the process for GitHub community analysis is presented in Figure 1 . The data is stored as time indexed activity counts in a database, after the collection preprocessing has completed, and the Kleinberg algorithm delivers the binary time series for each platform. These time stamped binary burst trajectories, for a specific social network platform s, are represented by x s = [x t=1,s , x t=2,s , . . . , x T,s ] where x t,s ∈ {0, 1}. The relationship which the research question seeks to establish is whether the subsequent future time step's bursts can be predicted using the current and past data, and the time into the future is ten days. x represents the data for the full set of platform trajectories. The model is fit with data that is a lag of 10 days from the designated "current" time point t c ,
x t c ,s = F(x t ,s ) + (1) where t is t = [t c−10 , t c−9 , . . . , 1]. The represents the error for the functional mapping expected for the fit to the dataset. This relationship is explored by employing an LSTM in which the parameterized model predicts this lagged response. The LSTM uses x that includes all of the platform trajectories and not a specific one. The conditional sequence trajectory of predicted states for a specific platform (based upon the same platform) is,
and h is the hidden state of the LSTM unit. The augmented a_LSTM takes into account the multiple platforms as a model for predicting the bursts of a single specified platform,
LSTM Model vs. Markov Chain
We compare the proposed LSTM against a Markov chain model. In contrast to the LSTM the Markov chain assumes a prefixed temporal independence structure which is typically first order. Although the current state could conceptually be able to define the probability for the state transitions, the issue of the vanishing gradient in temporal signals is a problem which the LSTM directly addresses in the model definition and framework.
In the burst application the target values are binary, and the benchmark model is compared against a stochastic Markov chain model between the 2 states (burst or no burst) over the timeline. The Markov state transition probabilities are calculated based on transition distributions using the empirical estimates in the training data. With the state burst and baseline, then the state transition matrix denoted by B is given by:
B describes the transition probabilities between the baseline state denoted as l and burst state denoted as h (for low and high). E.g. the low-low state p l,h represents the probability of not being in a burst state and transitioning into a burst during the next time step. These probabilities are calculated via:
where k is the burst state category and T the number of time points and 1 the indicator function. This is for the bursts which are considered to be endogenous and is irrespective of the origin of the content initiation. For the cross network burst association, the index for the social network platform index s is taken into account:
There is no restriction on the equality of the network index and s 1 = s 2 represents the endogenous signals for burst activity. The transition matrix B is then produced for each of these network pairings, B s 1 ,s 2 so that the independent associations can be examined for specific network burst alignments.
where S is the number of social media platforms that can exert cross-platform effects. The aim of the procedure is to estimate the probability of one platform affecting any other platform's activity. These empirical probabilities are considered to be the signals which are not exogenous to the data present in the database utilized. These probabilities p k 1 ,k 2 ,s 1 , * will typically have smaller values than max s 2 (p k 1 ,k 2 ,s 1 ,s 2 ) as it is not expected that each platform will produce an equal contribution towards another platform's activity. The most typical use case is the probability entry of max s 2 (p h,h,s 1 ,s 2 ), s 1 = s 2 (probability of two bursts across different networks). The independent state transition sequence for the LSTM can be compared to this probability state transitions via the product of ∏ T t p k 1 ,k 2 ,s 1 ,s 2 .
Results
The first application of the a_LSTM is that of burst prediction of a social network platform given the endogenous historical data for bursts and the external network bursts data. It is also compared to the predictive abilities of the LSTM which uses only endogenous data. Burst analysis and prediction is a fundamental problem in social network analysis since the patterns are typically non-linear and unpredictable. This is due to the fact that user activities have been shown to have an intrinsically bursty nature; yet bursts may also be a signal of topics that are of growing real-world interest. Social media bursts occur when a huge volume of data is exchanged during a short period of time, often due to the occurrence of an external event such as a sports game, election, or a movie release. Bursts can be indicative of both real news stories that are reaching peak public interest or fake news propagated by bad actors each which can have lasting effects on the future directions of society. Bursts of posts and tweets over platforms can be exploited by those wishing to push a disinformation campaign such as the artificial price inflation of a crypto currency. Therefore, analyzing bursts is a promising area to detect and counter such activities. We are particularly interested in the propagation of information about software vulnerabilities across multiple social media platforms. When a vulnerability is discovered, different groups of actors such as software developers and hackers start posting announcements and discussion in widely used forums over multiple channels such as Twitter, GitHub, and Reddit. Previous work on this data has shown that CVEs exhibit cross platform correlations; Schiappa et al. [43] investigated 2600 CVEs across multiple platforms including Reddit, Twitter and GitHub. They found that around 24.7% CVE cascades start from GitHub and then jump into Reddit and Twitter respectively. 45.7% start from GitHub and then jump into Twitter and Reddit respectively, 15.5% start from Twitter and go through Reddit and then GitHub. 4.1% follow Twitter, GitHub, Reddit pattern; 7.8% Twitter, Reddit and GitHub pattern and the rest follow Reddit, GitHub and Twitter platform path pattern. Since bursts can be caused by exogenous phenomena and are indicative of burgeoning popularity, we hypothesize that leveraging cross platform social media data may be valuable for predicting bursts within a single social media platform. Table 1 provides an overview of the dataset used. There are two main social network platforms summarized by the mean, median and standard deviation for the number of actors (nodes) and events (edges) produced. Although GitHub and Twitter provide services for different use cases, there are comparable numbers for each case-a surprising finding. We attribute this to Twitter allowing for a much lower time to entry for the production and dissemination of content on its platform. Table 2 shows the results of applying the a_LSTM model to burst prediction between networks in comparison to the MCM (Markovian based model) described in Section 4.1. The preprocessing stage using the Kleinberg algorithm is conducted with different parameter values to ensure that the predictive comparison is not dependent upon a specific choice of burst allocations chosen for the preprocessing. In all cases the a_LSTM outperforms the MCM for the different Kleinberg parameterizations. Table 1 . Overview of the data used by the models in the top 20 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) in Github, Twitter and Reddit for the number of events created by the number of actors mentioned for them.
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Twitter Reddit The activity is measured on the y-axis as the event count for each dataset and in the red rectangle outlines are the places where the Kleinberg algorithm detects the presence of a burst in at least one of the pairs of the time series for the predefined window widths. It can be seen how the algorithm does not produce sporadic placements of the burst detection and that the different platforms are not redundant as not all bursts correspond to a cross network burst. The region for the month of July 2017 shows a lack of bursts of activity on both platforms. Our hypothesis is that there is substantial alignment of the bursts; however if there is more activity and bursts do not align it is due to a temporal shift manifesting itself as a "lag" in the burst emergence. This further supports the motivation for the use of the a_LSTM. Table 3 displays the results for the comparison of the a_LSTM and the LSTM which are each trained with 2 different parameter optimization schemes and 2 different activation functions. The target data used here is for the GitHub platform only, since the platform features make community topic identifications more distinct. It can be seen that the a_LSTM outperforms the LSTM on each combination of the optimization scheme and activation function listed. This shows not only the value in the a_LSTM but also that GitHub community activities are not isolated events but responsive to the activity which is being discussed in Reddit and Twitter as well. Figure 3 shows the temporal patterns of various community activity domain topics in Github. The set of subplots shows different domain topics for which the content is affiliated; cyber security, crypto, or CVEs. There is a differentiation between the "burstiness" of the activity which aggregates the total amount of contributions toward the platform activity and the users trace which is for the number of users active over time separated windows. The vertical axis on each plot represents the degree to which the number of communities (connected components) in that topic domain can be considered active for that time frame. The a_LSTM model applied to this dataset incorporates the complete set of trajectories rather than predicting based upon a single trajectory and provides an improvement regardless of whether there is cross platform pattern association that can be inferred from visual inspection. This study included 20 communities on GitHub within these domains. This activity is based upon inter-community interactions according to activity burstiness and the number of users who contribute to the community. It can be seen that the bursts do not have a regular pattern in one platform or between the different platforms which is obvious and consistent over time. These networks as a whole are not completely governed by endogenous signals and at some time point are affected by exogenous phenomena which promote content creation on the social networks studied. Given that the time frame where relevant information for burst prediction cannot be inferred prior to the analysis, models requiring time lag parameterizations are challenging. The MCM model shows less optimal predictive power for this reason in comparison to the LSTM based models which use information from time dependencies of variable size. We believe that this is the reason that the single platform LSTM model outperforms the MCM. The proposed model, a_LSTM, augments the endogenous data with cross platform information that helps the model to more accurately detect bursts and community level activation.
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Conclusions
Online social networks display bursts of activity as supported by previous research on human dynamics. This phenomenon manifests itself as "spikes" in the time series of activity traces that are aggregations of the count of time stamped events. These activity bursts are indicators that the participating users have an increased interest in the content being shared. This content can be related to civil unrest, financial disruptions and other newsworthy events. Our work concerns itself primarily with CVEs that incorporate cyber security, crypto currencies, and an aggregate of those topics. Predicting bursts related to cybersecurity activity may enable system administrators to anticipate and counter system level threats. A general algorithm for predicting social media bursts is a stepping stone towards understanding how human societies transmit information. Previous research (e.g., [38] ) has established how challenging the prediction is due to the lack of repetitive pattern. Here the LSTM is employed to model the burst prediction pattern. This work proposes the a_LSTM which considers data from multiple social networks in order to improve prediction performance. The dataset used to test this model is composed of events coming from Twitter, Reddit, and GitHub. The investigation also considers the related question of community topic domain activity where the connected components on a topic are counted as active or not over time providing a non-negative real number time series. This data is collected for GitHub before applying the LSTM and a_LSTM models. In both cases the a_LSTM shows better predictive accuracy. We conclude that the information across social networks can provide valuable information in predicting the bursts within a single network. This is a new finding that has not been discussed in related work, due to the relative shortage of cross-platform datasets.
Predictions of bursts can be improved upon using the proposed a_LSTM. Results are shown using data from three major social networks that have a global coverage. One avenue for future work would be to explore other topics, such as news or entertainment, and other social media platforms, such as YouTube and Instagram, to see if their behavior exhibits similar dynamics. The cross network association may not be exhibited across different forms of content or social media platforms, if the content sharing remains within the networks of the content origin. In this case the proposed a_LSTM model may not perform well. Future investigations could also explore how the data can be clustered into topic groups to see if they exhibit repetitive bursts similar to "shock" trains. In our future work, we are exploring the use of LSTM event volume prediction for improving the performance of our agent-based simulation of social media platforms.
